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Nuclear Ma{:'.;'netic Resonance S9ectrometry, like infrared, 
Visible, and ultraviolet spectrometry is a form of absorption 
spectrometry. Certain nuclei can absorb electromagnetic 
radiation in the radiofrequency range. These nuclei are 
able to absorb this energy because they "s p tn " about their 
center axis generating a dipole along it. Protons are among 
those nuclei that absorb radiofrequency energies. If a proton 
is placed. in a ~nagnetic field its dipole can be in one of 
two cossible orientations. It can be in a low energy state 
aligned with the field, or a h i gh energy state aligned 
against the field. In its low energy state, a spinning 
Prot n will precess about an axis at a particular frequency. 
(Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Proton in a magnetic field, dipole aligned ~ith 
the field .. 
If external energy of a frequency attuned to the precessional 
frequency is app l Led to the syster1, the Froton will "r-e sona.t e " 
and flip into the his~er energy configuration with a dipole 
aligned against the a.pp l Led magnetic field. 'i'he change in 
magnetic susceptibility in this process is detected by the 
spectro::r1eter and is s hown as a peak on a po t Len t Lome t r Lc 
recorder. 
A cacrplication due to tte race of energy loss by the 
excited. ~rotons has urov~d to be very urominent in t~is nar- .. - ~ -· 
ticular study. Normally, the excited nuclei ~cse their excess 
energy to their envi::corr'.nent by a process called spin-lattice 
relaxation. The rate of this energy loss is inversely related 
to the rsidth of the p ea k determined by the nuclei. In solids, 
the ~rocess is very rapid and should result in a very narrow 
Deak. In liquids, the process is not so rapid, but it is 
sufficient to give ~eaks of ussble width. Wten a com:ound 
is in sol.id. fo rm , a second 9rocess oecomes ef'f'ec t i ve , In this 
process, the excited nuclei e.re able to pass their excess energy 
to eac~ otter with no net loss. This suin-spin relaxation 
causes the peak to or oad.en to such an extent that it is nearly 
'J.seles:: from the stand·ooint of structure d.eter::cination. 
If a nroton is in a cagnetic field, the electron cloud 
surrounding it will also feel an effect from t~e ap.~ied. field. 
These electrons 1·1ill begin to circulate and c r-e a t e a second 
field just as>a current in a wire. If .~he <r1a5·netic fields 
e: e c ons i.c.e r'ed as vectors, i:;he nucleus "s e e s 11 the :resultant 
0"' the ap lied 8.nd induced magnetic fields. If the nucleus 
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"seesu an overall effect less than the ao,:1lied field, it is 
said to be shielded. If the overall effect is greater than 
the applied field, the pro~~n is deshielded. Protons in diff- 
erent envirorunents are effected to different degrees by this 
induced field. The degree of shielding or deshielding is 
rrieasured in reference to a standard tetr&'.methylsilane ausorption. 
Shielded protons absorb energy in a magnetic field near or 
"'1" ,  gner than ·r1.:s and ar e said to be on the 11uofield" end of the 
spectrum. Deshielded protons absorb energy at a much lower 
field t han TH :l and are consequently shifted "d.ownf'Le.Ld . 11 
To a first approximation, the effect of the electron 
Cl:)ud is decend.errt upon the electronegative effect of substituent 
groups on the rnol~cule. However, this ap1roxination does not 
hold for ar-oa.at Lc con:oounds. 'r!1.e )rotons in benzene absorb 
energy much further downfield than exoected on the basis of 
electronegativity alone. Therefore, there must be ano cher- 
effect causing this large amount of desr:ield.ing. This other 
effect is due to the electrons ve·ich are d.elocEdized into 
the pi cloud. Instead of circulating about a particular aGo~, 
they collectively f'Lcw around. the radius of the r t ng, rrhis 
type of circnlation causes the induced. magnetic field shown 
in Figure 2. From the diagram it can be seen that the oenzene 
protons are in that oortion of the ring's magnetic field that 
adds to the applied field, thereby causing deshielding. If 
it were possible to olace a proton in the center of the ulane 
::;f the mo Le cu.Le it would be ex";)ected to be strongly shielded, 
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_ ~-- applied. magnetic 
-~ --- field 
Figure 2. The benzene ring in a magnetic field and its induced 
magnetic field due to motion of electrons. (1) 
and give an absor=)tion in the upfield region of the spec r rum, 
Another aromatic co~pound, annulene (Figure 3) (18 pi 
electrons, therefore conforming to the 2n + 6 rule) demonstrates 
the shielding and dashielding effect of these systems more 
dramatically. 'I'he protons on the periphery of the ring abs o r-b 
energ;l 8. 9 ppm. d.m·mfield from TMS and the inner protons absorb 
energy 1.8 ppm u~9field from 'r,_,S. (2). ·This means that protons 
on the same ring he.ve NHR absorbances that differ by 10.7 pcm , 
·r·;rn other points to be nentioned briefly are: 
1) The area under a oeak due to certain protons is 
proportional to the munbe r of protons causing that peak. 
For exanp l.e , dieth,y-1 ether, Cfl3C5.20CH2CH3, has two t;;r::)es of 
protons and shows tlrn absorbances in its NH.R soec.t rum , (.t"igure 4). 
H H 
I 'I - u 
H 11 
H 
H H 
Figure J. Annulene. 
One absorbance is due to the six methyl protons and the other 
is due to the four methylene protons. rherefore, the peak 
areas should be in the ratio of 6:4 or 3:2. 
2) If the crrbon to which protons giving one absorution 
are bono.ed is e,lso bound to a carbon c ~ntaining magnetically 
clif ferent »z-o tons , the absorption wil 1 be split into one nor e 
:pee.ks than there are neighborinf; protons. Age.in us l ng diethyl 
ether as a :.cod.el: t.ne :cetl1Jl protons have two neigl"lbori:::g 
methylene protons, and the ::11etnylene protons have the three 
neigtboring methyl ~rotons. It is therefore expected that the 
:methJl absor-ot i.on will be soli t into three pe aks and. the rae t hy L» 
ene absor~tion into four. (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4-. fo1IR s~)ectrum of diethyl ether. 
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Theorv• " . 
In the li;::~:-it of this background, consider the spectrum of 
di~)hen~rlmethane. {Figure 5). It shows only two types of 
absor::;;tion. The le.ree peak at ap)roximately 7 •5 ppm (S) is 
due to the ten aromatic ~"Jrotons and the sma.L'l er :yeak at 4 -O 
Ppm(&} arises from the two methylene protons. The ratio of 
peak areas, as expected. is 5:1, and the lack of splitting 
indicates that there are ~'10 nagnetically different protons 
on · neighboring carbon atoms. 
A closer J..ns:9ection of the c omcound s actual structure 
might give the L~1pression thi::tt pe rhaps the s pec t r-um sr.ou Ld 
not be so s~mple. (Figure 6). 
Figure 6. Di;.'.:ihenylmethe,ne • 
The ortho pro~ ns on either ring are beta to the nethylene 
carbon Phile t!.'le .e t a and. para pr-o t orrs are r-emoved by three 
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and four carbons, re spec ti vely. It wo u'l.d seem that there should 
be at least three different absorbances for the aromatic protons 
since t~ey apparently are not uagnetically equivalent. iiow then 
is the relatively simple spectrun rationalized? One possible 
consideration Tight be that the nethylene grJup does not exert 
much influence over the magnetic field generated by the ring 
currents in the two benzene systems. If this is so then the 
aromatic :0rot'Jns might all be nearly equivalent. But what 
about the ef .ec t of' one ring cuz-r errt, on the protons of the other 
ring? 'I'!'~e f Lgu re seems to indicate that at least the two ortho 
protons are in different magnetic environments (from one 
another). To account for this is the probability that the 
two rings rotate freely about the iethylene-aromatic bonds. 
As a result, neither ortho proton is in a given position long 
enou3h to be considered distinct from the other. There is 
still the fact that though the ortto protons may be equivalent 
to each other, they mi ht be di'fferent from the other ring 
Protons because of their proxiillity to the magnetic field 
genere.ted by .. ~he ,second ring. T·'is possibility might account 
for the slight shouldering effect at the base of the aromatic 
pea~. Probably the ortho protons are not different enough to 
give rise to a co ipletel:v separB.te absor~·tion. If tnere is 
any 1·t . _ sp l ting, it is surely obscured by the overlapping of 
Having reti'.)nalized tlriis s pec t run by as suru ng free rotation 
of benzene rings, consider what night hao~oen if rotation ab )Ut 
tbe nethylene-aro:Tatic bonds v·ras.,..stop·)ed. Tl-iere ar e an infinite 
-:J..0- 
number of po s s i.b'Le orientations of rings with respect to one 
another. Th · 1 · k 1 t 1 · · t · e rings are i e Y o oc~ in o a position with 
their planes separated by an angle of anywhere from o0 to 
18 ° 0 • To simplify the situation a Qualitative judgement 
on three limiting cases of possible orientations can be attempted. 
The first case is that in i~ u ch the :planes of the two 
rings are :oarallel to the plane formed by the t(1ro methylene- 
e.ronmtic bonds. ( Fi.z;ure 7). The figure shows that there are 
five different types of aromatic hydrogens. If one could 
obtain a spectrum sensitive enough, it should show· five ab- 
sorptions. All the peaks would have the sane area since t ey 
arise from two Drotons each. 
Such an apcr'oach canno t be very r::oalistic. What is 
more likely is that protons B, C, D, and E are far enough 
away from the influence of the other ring to be nearly mag- 
netically equ rvatent-. This is not the case (.iri tt the A protons. 
'T1r1e ''"T • 1 1 ~e t o one ano the r - ~flo are extreme y c Ob ~ · • They appear so 
Close, in fact, that it :night be reasonable to assume that 
if one proton feels a strong deshielding effect from its 
l'ing, the other is likely to feel the same, or nearly the same, 
effect from that ring along with the effect froru its own ring, 
consequently being "doubly" deshielded. If such is the case, 
8· peak due to ttese ortho ··::rotons s ho ul.d a.p oear much further 
downfield. than the absor:otion due to the remaining eight 
Protons, and the area ratios, ortho: meta--::;·ara: methylene, 
Sho~ld be 1:4:1. For the aromatic absorptions the sulitting 
Pattern is likely to be quite conplex'; since in an aromatic 
-11- 
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aromatic sys~em a given proton is not only split by a ~agnet- 
ica11y differe:'t neighboring proton, bu:b by all the magnetically 
different protons on the same ring. In addition, the effects 
of other ring protons -i·;rhich cause splitting can be c omb Lned 
in various ways, each one inducing still more splitting. 
To obtain a nicture of the secon~ limiting case take one 
of the rL:..gs from the previous exanple and. r-o t at.e it about 
its ::r1ethylene bond 90° so that its "()lane is '';:er-c:endicule.r ~o 
that of t he other ring and. the plane of the t o :oethy1ene- 
aromatic bands. (Figure 8). A naive ap)roach calls for eight 
different absor-otions. ·rhe area under the F and. G neaks 
sl1ould. b" twice that of any other az-or.a t Lc peak since these 
Peaks arise from tw·o pr o t.cns eacr; as opposed to t he o t.te r 
single-proton peaks. 
More realistically one is likely to find that the B, C, 
D ' E, G, and H protons ar e almost equivalent. It is difficult 
to ST:Jeculate on T·.rhether the A and F protons feel any effect 
of ring cur-r-errt s other than their own , and whether this effect 
is the same fo~ both or different enough to give rise to dis- 
tinguishable peaks , 'l1he first option, the A and F protons 
feeling no effect outside that of the ring on which they are 
located, would give a spectrux very similar to that of the 
free rotati8n one, since it has all the aromatic protons 
equivalent. ·rhis m eans that it would be Lmpo s s t oj e to deter- 
.Line w·~ether or .io t the rings have actually stop;1ed rot&:::.ing 
at all. A second ·::.ossi-oility is that the A anc.l F protons feel 
-13- 
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roughl3r ch e 88..De influence frm-:. op oo s i.t.e rings. r his 1i'JOU1d 
"'esu1+ · · · t · · · · - v 111 ~wo aroma 1c absorp~ions, in the ratio of 3:7. The 
third. :Jossibility is that the A and F or o t ons are affected 
differently by each other's ring and are both different from the 
remaining ar:Jmatic ·protons. In this case three ar'omat t c aos- 
orptions would occur in the ratio of 1:2:7. 
'I'he third liIT.iting conformation is the one in which both 
benzene rings are rotated 90° out of the plane of the methylene- 
e.romatic bonds. (Figure 9). In an id.eal case there are only 
three distinguishable types of hydrogens. Tte three absorptions 
should be in the ratio ortho: meta: para: of 2:2:1. 
More real is cically, the B and. C protons are Ll.ke Ly to be 
almost equivalent and inspection of the figure does not cive 
any hint as to whether the A protons feel an,:? effect from 
the opr-Josi te ring. If one goes on the assumption that the ortho 
~')rotons are free from an/ effect other t:~1m that of their own 
:ring, the expe c t ed spectrum w:)uld be similar to that of the 
f':r - e e r'o t at i on s·)ectru:L. 'rhe possibility that these :;irotons 
d.o feel an rnt'Luenc e fro '1 ti'1e o c co s Lt e ring ts magnetic field 
means that the aromatic hydrogens would absorb in two different 
)Ositio~ .. s. ~' k rat~os ortho:meta-para would be 2:). .. _!1.e uea-~ ··- , 
It is obvious the.t any attem1)t to deter:i:.ine a rota ti .. nal 
isomer from aualitative considerations alone would prove 
"- 
inconclusive, even if the three limitine cases were the only 
ones possible. Furthermore, '.:;here is no ho pe of distl:nguishi:ng 
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one · intenned.iate conformer from others s um.Lar' to it by inspect- 
ion al - one. 
The pr-em i se that H:i<iR is a useful tool for this study is 
based on the ce.lculations of Jobri.son and Bovey ( 3 ,4). They 
have c orap i.Led a te.•,le of the effect of the magnetic field 
of a benzene ring wit~ respect to uosition. The s~ifts ttey 
have ce.Lcu.Lat ed are measured in ppm upfield or downf Le Ld from 
the absorption of a corresponding ethyleneic ?roton. For 
example, the me tny L -.::irotons of toluene trou.Ld be measur ed 
from the reference peak given by the meth;y-1 protons in 1-propene. 
(Figure 10). Di:phenylmethane 9 s eth;~r1eneic analog is allyl 
----~ c 1-13 ) C H~- C 1-1 - c l-1.,. .._r 
't:1• r gure 10. Toluene and its ethyleneic snalog, 1-~ropene. 
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benzene. ( Fi;o;ure 11). T refer"'nce · · · J 
1~ _ J c pos r c :! on, onn son and 
Bovey used cylindrical coordinates, basing their calculations 
) 
Figure 11. Diphcmylmethane and its etf'1yleneic analog, allyl 
benzene. 
on t1rn parameters. Using the :9lane of the r-Lng as a bas e , 
a,nd the center of the ring as an axis, they tabulated results 
of their calculations in terrr:s of distance from the axis 
in the p Lane of t:i::.e ring ( rbo) and ,height above the »Larie 
(z). The unit of length used was a 0ring r-ad i us ", r.jhich is 
1.39 A. 
Us inc s Ln.p l.e solid and plane ceo,netry it is _:;ossible to 
ce,lculate the 'JOSi tion of any ~;;roton in d.iphenyl'nethane with 
:res-')ect to. ei t.he r ring in each of the limiting cases. Probably 
the most useful calculation would be for ortho oro:ons of 
0ne ring in reference ~o the 0pposite ring. More s~ecifically, 
f"" 
for the ort1o nroton that is likely to feel t~e greatest effect 
-18- 
from the other ring's magnetic field. 
The geometry consists of constructing a series of right 
triangles, and using knorm bond lengths and. angles to calculate 
a. series of inte:c-atomic distances, culminating in determine.tion 
of the rho and z coordinates. An exaraple of how this geometry 
Works can be seen in the calculations for the limiting con- 
formations of d:i.phenylmethane (Figures 12, 13 ~ 14). 
~=methylene carbon = ce.rbon of first ring bonded to meth~llene carbon g: carbon on first ring ortho to methylene attachment 
proton for calculation 
F
E = carbon on sec end ring bonded to methylene carbon 
~ G d . F•~ = ortho carbons on secon. ring 
- meta carbon on second ring 
Construct triangle ABJ: angle AJB is a right angle 
L JBA = 180° - L ABC 
JA =AB sin L JBA 
JB =AB cos Z JBA JC= Jd +BC Ac= (JA2 + JC2)i 
/
Construct triangle CDK: L CKD is a right angle 
Z. BCA = arctan JA/JC ACD = L BCD - L BCA K? =CD cos/ ACD AK= AC+ .t\:C- 
~~ =CD sin/ ACQ AD= (AK~+ DK~)2 
D:raw lines EI and FG intersecting at H. 
A1ssu.me the.t they 8.re pe r p nd.icular. 
__ FEH = 1 L FEG 
EH= EF cos L FEB HI= B-FFI 
EI= EH+ HI AI= AE +EI 
I CAD= arc~an DK/AK z BAC = 180 - I ABC - L z DAE= L BAE_- L BAC BCA - L CAD 
-19- 
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~?n:_tr~1?t triangle LID: angle DI:::., is a right angle 
DL - Al cos/ LAB ~::: AD - AL- 
I~ :: ·AI sin /. .DA~' 
D1 = (ILG+ DL2)~ 
For the coplanar conformation (Figure 12): 
rho= DI 
2 = 0 (both r i ng are in the same plane) 
In the second. lim.i tine· conformer, wi r;h one ring rotated 90° 
out of the plane, the distances of the ortho proton from the 
meth~.rlene carbon and. from the center of the rotated. ring remain 
the SaD.1e • 
~~n~truct triangle IMD: angle DMI is a right angle 
II - AD cos/ DAE 
~·. ::: AE - AN- 
DH = A.''1 • L Dtl"l=f .. "-' sin ~"l..u 
For planar-perpendicular conformation (Figure 13): 
rho = n1 
2 = Dh 
For the third limiting case, both rings rotated out of the 
Plane, the 8,ssur.:P)tion that the distance of the ortho proton 
from the methf'.ene carbon does not change is nade , 
'I'he projection of AD on the yz l)lane is AQ 
L BAD= L BAC + L DAC 
AQ..= AD cos/ BAD 
~c H~Q = 1800-_ L .)AE 
~. ~ - AQ sin I HA Cl 
.f!I!JiR ::: AQ cos 7 1-lAGt 
. == AI + AR- 
?°<ll == AD sin L BAD 
r1.::J ::: D('· 
' 
1<·l 2 1. sr ::: (IR + RS2)·2 
For th conr"'or"nation (Fir .. -ur-e 14): e C')I)erpenclicule.r ~ 
:rho== SI 
z ::: RQ 
-21- 
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trhese calculations, though not overly difficult, are long 
and. repetitive and therefore, well suited for computer use. 
Though d.ev e Loomerrt; of a pro(l'ram is time-consu::ning, its ve raa- 
tility and precision raake it a va.Luab'Le tool. First of all, 
calculs.tions can be made for a number of deri va ti ve s in a matter 
of oinutes. In addition, if the exact values for bond lengths 
and angles are not known , the program can be used to scan 
a range of :;;·ossible parameters. The great advantage in this 
is that when NMR data are finally deteriined, it can be fitted ' 
to the calculation in the range scanned. 
·rhe actual listing of the progran is Appeno i x A. Figures 
14 and 15 are the flowchart of the logic and a sample of 
outyut, respectively. 
Figure 14. Flowchart of liniting case geometry. 
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lt.14«:-N-¥-t..M-E-T4ii-A-NE------F_iei_"'u_re 15 • Sample ou t ou t from corrout ez- 
program calcule.t!ng geo:x.etry r--- for limiting cases. 
~~~K~N~O~W~N_!_V~AL~U~E~SL· _ 
i--__ XAS;:l,5300 ANGBAE~l.9020 
X8C::1 3900 ANQA8Ci;:2,0940 
xco::1,oaoo AN BCDlll2,Q940 
}..___ XAE:i,5300 ANGFEG:;:2,Q940 
XEF=1 3900 
t= >ffFP=i1, 3900 
-- 
~ CONFORMATION 
I 
RHO z 
COPLANAR 1.9477 
P AN AR ... PERE~ N OJ CUL A R ~1~·~0_4~01~---- 
C OPE RP A ND ICU LA R 2.9320 
0.0000 
1.6468 
- - ------------ 
-26- 
--------- 
The bond length end anr.:le d.e.ta used. as rnpu t for the :)ro- 
gra1~ is mo s t Ly based on inference and assu~:·,~.::;tion. 'IJ 1 "'"' ... a ues avail- 
able for ·lmo\'ffi o orrootmd s ( 5) were modified to fit the diphenyl- 
mettane d.eri vat i ves for which no exoerimental d at a were available. 
For example, the 8.rornatic C-C bond length Ln di ".)henyl::nethene is 
assumed to ce the same as that in benzene and toluene, the 
methylene-arom8_tic bond 1engtl1 is t aken to ·:::ie the same as that 
for J,3• dichloro 4,4' dihydroxydi~henylmethane. (Figure 16). 
110 
Figure 16. 3~3' Dichloro, 4,4' dihydr0xydi?henylmethane. 
with the values assigned to diphenylmethane, data for 
its various derivatives were obtained by inferring that the 
8Ubsti tuents had. roughly the sa:ce e:Z'fect on the bond length of 
the unknown com ,~0vnds as the~r do on known c ompounds . For exano'l,e ,.,c;;,_1 .... -' ' 
if two chlorine nolecules are placed 0:.1 e. methane molecule 
the :re.~1Cl ining C-H bonds are shortened to &. ~ ·-.:rcximateJ.y 977; 
of their origin·l 1ength. (Therefore) it \.las assumed that for 
d.ichlorodi )he~~y111ethane the methylene-e_ro::iat i c boncls would be 
-27- 
the aa.r,e amount. 'rhe sane ge:ners,l :~·rocedure was 
followed for all the derivatives used. 
Perha:9s t.he no s t serious inaccuracy occurs in the assignment 
of Values to the angle made by the two methylene oonis. Other 
tha11 1 r~ · d · th ~ d · -''--- ay s cu .J.es or s o.ne o er m.es,ns o r e1:;ermining interatomic 
d. i st'"'n _, o, ces and angJes, 
there is no ·way of IL"i'lOWing how the presence 
of the rinr_,s on the :r_ethylene carbon affect the angle, esnecially 
When there ar e subs ti tuents other than hyd.rogen on the same 
carbon. To e.ccomodate this com:olication ~11.e :9Togram is used to 
Consid.er values of this angle at various points in a ten degree 
:r - ange above and. be l.ow the assigned value. 
With this first program it is possible to calculate the 
Values for the inter- 
coordinates for all three limiting cases. 
The interr1ed.i8,te con- 
ned · t · late ce.ses . -us t still be de ermined. 
formations are considered for the two sim:,:1 est of the infinite 
numoer of possib1e sets. 1) One ring is considered to remain 
stationary in the plane of the methylene bonds, and coordinates 
for the second ring are ce,1culated at various points in its 
J:':Jtati<Jnal pabh 
8,bout 
its methylene-aromatic bond. 2) The ring 
that was statiJnarY in the methylene bond. iJlane is rotated 900 
and ccn s Lde red stations_ry in this nevr position; the second ring 
is again rotated about its :nethylene bond and calculations made 
as before. The geometry nere ·oec1Jmes somewhat mo r e involved. 
than for the limiting cases. 
Case 1 (Fisure 17): 
The ring with its center at point I is the one that will 
-28- 
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be considered stationary. As the second rin; rotates, the 
proton for which the calcule.tions are to be made, D, traces 
out a circle in space. The r-ad i.us of this circle is Leng t h 
DQ, the ·)erpend.icule.r distance from the ~1roton to the axis 
of rotation. The center of this circle is at point Q. The 
location of point Q and the length of the radius are both 
known fro ..... calcul2.tions made for the coperpendicular limiting 
case. The height above tne )lane of the stationary ring is the 
height above the xy plane. Consider a side view of the top half 
of the circle described by the D proton. (Figure 18). 
Figure 18. 3ide view of path of rotation for first set of 
inter~edi~te cases. 
Q is the angle of rotation that a Liven ce.lculation is be ins made 
for. Kno1'J"ing this and. the radius, length DQ, the z coordinc.te 
can be d.etermined 
z == DQ sin Q (1 == DQ cos Q). 
The set of rho coord.ine.tes for all the po s s i ble angles of 
rotation is given by the urojection of the circle on the plene 
of the stationary ring, the xy plane. The rho coordinate for 
-30- 
the coplanar liui tin; case is already knovrn . The position of 
Doint Q with res~ect to the center of the stationary ring can 
be res.dily obtained. Its d.istance from point I is t:r.e hypotenuse 
of the triBngle l6'R and sid.es IR and QR have already been determined. 
Now, since two 'oo Ln't s on the line that is the set of rl:.o coordine.tes 
are xnovn it ia a sL·_nle natter to determine the equation of the 
projection. (Figure 19). 
Figure 19. Projection of )ath of rotation of D )Toton on the 
xy l'.>lane. 
For a given angle of rotation the rho coordinate is the distance 
JI. The slone of the line f m the projection, D0D1ao is 
D0i'l ha s been deter:r.ined in the :Jlanar-peroendicular case 
P .. N has been detern:ined in the pl8.nar-~::;er:pendicular case 
AR has been d.etermined in the coperpendiculs.r case 
tan ffi = (D0Fi - o~) /(AH + AR) 
NP= 1 sin di 
NO = QR + 11.TP 
QP = 1 cos ffi 
OI =HI - QP 
rho= (No2 + or2)~ 
-31- 
Case 2 (Figure 20): 
The second set of intermediate rotational isomers is .no.re 
com-)lex than the first. Consider the rho coordinate. The set 
of all the rho coordinates is the projection of the circle traced 
out by the D proton on the xy plane. (Note that the coordinate 
systei.n. has been shifted in such a way as to keep the z axis 
Coincident with the direction of the z coo.rd rnabe ) , The pro- 
jection of the circle is an ellipse. If a second cooz'd l na.t e 
8Ysteo x'y' is placed ~ith its origin at the center of the ellipse, 
the general equation of the ellipse is 
Whe:re a and. be are the !najor and minor axis respectively. 
Both of these constants are known. The major axis is 
length DQ which has been obtained from the coperpendicular 
li:::c:iting case. The LJ.inor ax i s is length HM which can be cal- 
culated from values obtained f'r'om the coperpend.icular and :)laner- 
!,>erpendi cular cases. Knowing the a and b values, we can p l.o t 
the orojected ellipse. Figure 21 is this :plot. In this diagram 
9 is the angle of rotation. The soec t r rc rho coo rd mat.e for this 
e.hgle is the di stance from the no int ·where the line j~ntersects 
the e:Ui nae to the center of the stationary rinc. The s Loce 
of the line is tan (90° - Q) and its eQuatian, tte~efore is 
y' = .ft'an(90° - Q)_7 x'. 
Solving simultaneous equations gives the point of intersection. 
Y'2 == .ftan2 (90° 9)_7 x'2 
~·2 II: 2 0 7 2 ~ 2 +;tan (90 g)_ x' a =-~~..:...----...-_.;;..:;;.._~- 
b 
= 1 
-)2- 
1.1 
'"' i ~i 
i w 
' L 
:'.::! (S-\ ~, 
LS ·- ' L ' I . I 
3 -~- - ..) 
Figure 21. Projection of circle in case 2 of intermedie.te 
conformations on xy plane. 
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Y' = Lfan (90° - 9)_7 x' 
rho =(x•2 +(RS - y•)2)~ 
The set of z coordinates is the projection of the circle 
on the yz .)lane. As before two ooints on the projected line 
are known; The z coo.rd mat.e Dlvl for the planar-perpendicular 
limiting conforoer has been calculated and the z coordinate 
QR for the c·)IJerpendicular conformer has been determined. 
The slone of the line is given by 
Dir! - QR 
RH • 
The equation of the line is therefore 
z = DM - QE. y• + z intercept RM ' - 
and the s ' component is known f'r'om the determination of the 
rho coordinate. ·rhe z intercept, the point where the line 
crosses the z axis is point Q, a distance QR from the origin 
of the unprimed coordinate system. The equation for the 
projection becomes 
z ==DH - QR 
RM s ' + QR. 
For the intermediate cases, the computer again played a 
large part. With this second program it Vias possible to set 
up a loe>p to take values of the angle of rotation from o0 
to 180° in increments of 5° and. calculate the rho and. z coor- 
dinates for e ac h , Apcendi x B is the listing df the actual 
program. Figures 22 and 23 are the flowchart and a saople 
of the comou t e r- output,. respectively. 
"'· 
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Figure 22. Flowchart of intermediate conformation prograo. 
@~RT.) 
SE·r UP ::3'TA'rEt·1ENT FUNCTIONS 
AND DIHEN;:,IONS ...---------· ·---~--r~··-··---·~ 
0B .
·-~~--~ rNPuT ;-c0i;u:ou"No~fiAiv:1fAi~i5-oE'S0Rt'.Prrro1r,. .... 
,_ OF ?ARAhEl'E~S, SUP!-L31'1EN'r- 
ARY INFORHATION FROi:'i LINI'l':.LNG 
CASE PROGB.Alft, 3ErHINEL 
~lrtO~ •<NV.: ...... ~"1-tl'll''•"""'"'Jll~W' ......J 
CASE 1 
-·- -=~r-==~·I'.'"·""' 
~--~--ci c"::'.:.:~:~-r :~~]~~~ 
-····· -·-·-- .. ~---~·----·~----·--~·-------···· -----"-'? 
~OUTPU·r: ANGLE OF RO'l'ATION, COORDINATES/ 
_____ __.._ • n~-1·--,,,.,...._  __. . . _~ ............ .,..,....._ .. ~~·••->-"•""v-.w·~...,,...,. 
yes _____ .L, ~ 
IlU'l'lATE LOO}' ro VARY 
ANGLB OF ROTArrroN ?OR ' 
CASE 2 
A ... 
-36-,,. 
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yes 
0 <-no 
yes 
~ 
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" 
~lPHE NYL ME THANE METHYLENE A NGl.,E it-10 FR OM INPUT DAT A 
lATIONARY RING IN PLANE 
ANGLE OF ROTATION RHO Z o.oo 2,53 0.0000 
5.00 2.5357 Q,1341 
10.00 2,53 5 0,2671 
'---- 15. o_o __:c2:....::.•..::...5-"-3~a-=o o_._3_9~a_2 _ 
20.00 2,5407 o.5262 
25,oo 2.5450 o.6502 
30.00 2,55 5 0,7692 
35,00 2,5611 0,8824 
40.00 2,5742 Q,9889 
45,00 2,5918 1.0879 - -50.0_0__ --- 2--:6144 ----1- •. ~17~6~6.,.---- --------- - - 
55,00 2.6427 1.2603 ___ _.;o_O, ""'O 0..------- ..... 2-, ,.,6.,...7 7...-:1.-------1..---, 3 ..... 3.,..,2.....,4.-------------- 
65. 00 2,7179 1.3944 - 715--:-0 0- - 2 • 7 6~!51 1 • 4 4 5 8 
75,00 2.8188 1,4862 
eo-:-o-o - 2. era 1. 153 
f--._-~-----,8~5~,~0~0,--------2_.;,~9~44~2-r-- --;1~·~5~3T2~8-------------- I 90.00 3,o147 1.5387 
I 95.oo 3,0894 1.5329 100.00 3.167'l ----1-.=5~1=5~4----------- 
105.00 3.2477 1.4864 11-0 ' 0 0 3 ;-32 9 3 ~4--~1~------- 
115. 00 3,4111 1.3948 
120. 0 ' 919 1.3329 
125.00 3,5707 1.2608 130.00 -- ~6466 1.1791 _ 
135.00 3,7~84 1.0885 140,00 -3,78S-3 - -o-:9-896 
145,00 3.8464 Q,8832 
I 150,00 3.90 o o.7700 
I 
155.00 3,9484 Q.6510 
160,00 3,9880- - 0,5270 
I 165,00 4,0193 0,3991 
1 7 0 • 0 0 -4 ;D419 0 • 2 8 0 
l.___ _ _;1;:;;..:..75,00 4,0556 0.1350 
( i ae .uc 4,0603 0.0009 
Figure 23. da::nple of output from i rrt e rmed.t abe conf ortaa t icn 
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lATIONARY RING OLT OF PLANE 
ANGLE OF ROTATION 
0 00 
RHO 
6672 
z 
9103 
5.00 r-- 10.00 
15.00 
20.00 
1,6733 
1.6913 
1. 7213 
3 
1,9080 
1.9013 
1.8899 
8 
25.00 
_____ _____..,_O_..JlJ) --- 
35. 00 
1,8522 
3 
1.8165 
1.8811 
1.9568 
3 
1.7923 
45,00 2.1393 1.7062 
0 . 0 0 2. 2 ~"-"---- j • 612_._ _ 
55.00 2.3591 1.5898 
0 4 04 5 
65.00 2.6074 1.4398 
f----~~~~7~0~·~0~0~~~~~--"2~·~7~3~8=0~~~~~~~1~·=3=5-2~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
75.00 2.8702 1.2573 O O~ __ 3___i__O_!U3 ____..._1~·~15~6..._,.1. _ 
85.00 3.1292 1.0502 
- 9-1). Il_Q_ 3. 25_1_1 -- - • 9420 
95.00 3.3652 o.8338 
98 7 
105.00 
-~UJL.__O Q_ _ - - 
115.00 
2ll • O_O 
125.00 
l 135.00 
l 140.0] 145,00 - _1-2_0 ,JLQ 
155.00 
• 0 
165.00 
_17J)_. 0 0 
175.00 
l <, __ _i a_o • o_n_ 
Op o O 4 9 
3.5641 o.6267 3.6479 --"'-~.5~3~7 , 
3.7211 Q.4442 
_ _3 ~• 7 8 4 6 - -- Q ' 3 6 5 0 
3.e3s9 o.2943 
8 5 ' 3 
3.9240 Q.1778 
~ ~ ~ __ ___:O,,,_,. 1312.,___ _ 
3.9835 o.0917 
- _ 4 .JLl) 5::_6=.._ ,,,,,_0 -'-' 0"'-'5"-'8"-'8"--------------- 
4. 0233 0.0318 
4. 373 ' 04 
4.0477 -.0059 
4 _. o s _2._o ----·~o 1 rr 
4.0593 -.0240 
4, 0607 --=-,_02-6_3 - --- - - - - 
__ Figure 23. (contd.) ------ 
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.. 
With el~ the coordinates calculated all that remains 
is to read the t ab'l e of Johnson arid Bovey, inter'.)olate to 
the values d.etencined and obtain the theoretical chemical 
shift. In this case too, the V)lume of d.ata to be handled 
di c t at e s further use of the c orrpu t e.r , In add.i tion, this 
program has been ~nodified in such a way as to allow it to 
read in shift values and determine coordinates as well as 
vice versa. The ·ur·oose of this ap or-oach is that if NMR 
data are obtained for d.iphenylrnet~1ane or s i.rn Lar systems 
in which a.11 internal rotation is sto cped, these data can 
be matched to 'Possible coordinates that will fit the experi- 
ment.e.L evidence. 'rhe same idea can be carried to the first 
tw8 programs also. That is, the coordinate values can be 
used. as in~-:mt anf possible geometric structures can be determin- 
ed. Thie did not permit the modification of the geometry 
programs. 
A listing of this table-read program is given in Appendix 
C. Figures 24 and. 25 are the flowchar and sanp.l,e of output. 
The cutout sa::nple is for operation und.er the coordinate input- 
shift out_:Jut mode. 
-40- 
.. 
Figure 24. Flowchart of table-read p_rogra::n. 
-~--~ 3ET UP D_MENSION3 AND 
C0r11··~0N -·· ··--}-----··· 
jsET R~-~~~s] 
"'--:; N?UT~-~'Yoiii;JsoN.Ipj~i) BOVEY''"Tli..BLE_ ..7· ~---------·~---·· .. ~·1·~~-",,_..,_~'"··~"-"--- ',/ 
l]Ei. i'@J~CEl FORCciNTROL 
p ~&!lf::i--·· ·-· ..... .J 
C)-+-~~l~~~~-~~1~~ ~!~~RI2~irVE-7 
. '0'~§·--·-::v-·---~·-· ..... , .. / 
.. ~ /_...........----DETEREINE 
. TO SHIFT ./ ..,.... ~....... ~/' 
1 -----~ T 
coordinates to shift shift to cosrdinates 
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lPHENYLMr::THANE - 10 
1DORDINATES TO ShIFT 
COPERPANDICULAR 
~93200 
1------------------- ------------------ ----- 
1.14610 0.1 953 
Fig:ure 25. 8an1ple output of table-ree.d program 11 
---------- 
------------- - 
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o.oo 0'10 
:rho 
l.1roo -15.24785 -15.19186 
~
l.1 0 -15.22949 -15.20813 
·200 -15.25697 -15.25100 
l.300 -15.27543 -15.30041 
l.400 -15. 2342 -15. 31473 
~~oo...-~~~~--~1~5~·~0~4~1~s~1~~~~---~15-..--.·2~1~5~6~5~~~~-~~-~~~~~---~ 
1·~0 -14.54548 -14.86221 
~·700 -13.52070 -14.01601 
i·800 -11. 179 - 2.33471 
·900 -9.04120 -9.53817 ~~oo~-----~~5-.80~9~6~6------~~5-."8~89=3~0.,..------------------ 
~oo ~2.74135 ~2.42407 
l.200 - . 46070 - . 03960 
~·300 0. 89236 1. 21637 
(l, 4 0 0 1 • 5 3 3 5 0 1 • 7 2 9 0 2 Lsoo 1.74367 1.84663 
I • 6 0 0 1-:73""0..--c1.,.- ------:.1-."'__,."8"9 .-------------- 
~O O 1.61538 1.63546 
11·800 1.46392 1.46965 
1l.900 1.30723 1.30620 
(.ooo 1.1594 i.1 548 
~00 1.02586 1.02095 
I 2 0 0 --o~ 0~7~8c-r- ----~o:vlJ285~------- 
~ o 0.80468 0.80002 
·4oo o.71497 o.71o79 
1~00 0. 63709 0. 63343 ·600 -0.5694 0.5~6~6~2~7~------------- 
L7oo o.50161 o.50787 
1·soo - -o-:-4593 - -o:-4569~-------------- 
1·900 0. 41443 0. 41241 
( . oo 0 • :~oo o.34045 o.33895 ! . 2 0 00 0--:-309 8.-...------ 0 . 3 0 8?8 _ 
0.28281 0.28169 
400------o·--:-z5a76- --o----:-2r;-77~ -- 
k.{oo o.23734 o.23649 
n·6oo o.21A19 0.21145 
il ·.2 O_Q 0 • 2 0 1 0 3 0 • 2 O O 3 9 
· 8 o o -o . 1a5 6-'2 0--:-1s5 o-5 
1:. 9 0 0 0 . 1 71 7 3 0 . 1 71 2 3 ~o- o .15~91-cJ --0-:-1-s-a...---.--------- 
( 
I 
l 
Figure 25. contd .• Segment of table scanned. 
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Apparatus: 
All spectra ·were taken on a Varian A-60 Nuclear I·1agnetic 
Resonance Spectr mecer with a variable tenperature probe. 
The probe allows studies to be made in a range of -100° to 
+ 200° c. 
In this particular study the lower temparature range, 
- 100° to+ 4o0, was used. The magnet is designed to allow 
gas to circulate through the aamo.Le ar-ea , A devre r of liquid 
nitrogen can be mounted on the outside of the magnet housing. 
To cool the sa.m.··~1le, gaseous ni trocen is ')U:::C.ped through the 
liquid nitrosen and circulated through the macnet. Temperature 
control can be 9rogram.med by a thermistor in the control box 
of the probe. (Figure 26). 
A more accurate indication of t-emoer-atrur e can be obtained 
by inserting a methanol sample into the pr ooe and scanning 
its spectrum.. The spectrum shows two peaks, one from the 
methyl protons and one from the hyd.roxy proton. The separation 
of these peaks is directly related to the tenperature of the 
s anp l,e , Figure 27 shows a plot of this relationship. 
Reagents used in NMR spectra: 
Diphenylmethane Eastman Organic Chemicals (practical 
crade) 
Dichlo:codiphenylmethane Aldrich Chemical Co. 
(N~O 1.6040) 
Reagents selected for potential use: 
p (2-p~enyl-iso-propyl) phenol Eastman Organic Chemicals 
4,4• Methyleneois(2,6 di-tert-butylphenol) 
Bis (2,4 dinitropheny:.:h) methane 
" 
II 
~,~ ~ibromodiphenylmethane synthesized by Dr. ,</illiam 
B. Martin, Union College 
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Exoerimental Results: 
With a resonab ;_y solid t.he or-e t LceL found.at ion the ';:iroblem 
of determini.n.g the lm·rest energy conformation of a diphenylmett.ane 
sys ten be cones ex oe r-Lmerrt a.L, Due· to the Lac z of time, only 
preliminary work could be done on this aspect of the problem. 
With this in mind, some techniques were explored. in hopes of 
finding one or two that might prove a reasonable approach. The 
possibilities can be divided into three categories: 1) studies 
on solutions of diphenyl~ethane and derivatives, 2) studies on 
the neat com »ound , and 3) studies using absorbents. 
1) Studies on solutions of diphenylmethane and derivatives. 
·I'he original a)prCJach to the ex:perimental part of the 
study was to d.issolve the sann.e in a suitable solvent, reduce 
the tem·oerature and scan spectrum. The ex;:;ectation was that 
the low te~nerature would remove enough energy from the system 
to kee) the rings from rotating as they do under normal conditions. 
By use of a solvent as op::,osed to a neat sam1)le, the system would 
r.opefu1..ly remain a liquid and therefore not allow the spin- 
S'.'in relaxation phenomenon, reviously mentioned, to occur. The 
aromatic pea~ that is a singlet at room teT)erature (Figure 5) 
was exJected to show some foTIC. of splitting under tbe new 
conditions. 
The or cc edur-e was first at t.emot ed for di oheriv Lme t hane it- ... I.I 
self using CDC13 as a solvent. ·rhe soec t rum run at - 50° showed 
no ap:;:iarent cnange from that at r oora te.L.~)erature, nor did. t ne 
one at - 65°. At te~r..pera.tures lower than - 65° the solution began 
-i+8- 
to solidfy. This was characterized. by a general broadening 
and flatteninc; of all the peaks in the s oec t.rum , including the 
internal reference T1•IS. This oroadening was an intermediate stage. 
Ult imate1y the entire s·)ectrlli'.l disa·::·:c;eared when the sample be- 
came completely solid. 
·ro give lower t e. .pe r-abur e ca:.'.)abili ties the sol vent was 
changed. 
0 . 3uectra were taken as low as - 70 in cs2, acetone, 
diethyl et~er and n-hexane. The main reasons for these solvents 
were that they were all low melting (CS : 2 
- 95°; diethyl etr.er: - 116°; n-hexane: 
0 - 112; acetone: 
- 95°) and treir 
NMR spectrum d.id not interfere or overlap with that of diphenyl- 
rrethane. 3till at - 70° no change from the room temperature 
aromatic absor.1.)tion could be observed. Attempts were made to go 
to even Lovie r te,u:oeratures, but these were not successful due to 
the solidifying of the solution. Besides variation of the solvent, 
some variation of concentration was also attempted in each solvent. 
This too proved to be of no experimental value. 
The same a-:::.:;roach was repeated, this time using solutions 
of °"' d... dichlorod.ipenylmethane. (Figure 28). 
In tr,i.s system t he r e is a greater possibility for steric effects 
to ston the rotation. Phe chlo~ine atoms be i n- .nor e bulky t1 -an 
the hydrogens j_n diohenrlmethane :night block or slow rotation to 
such an ext errt that teJ.peratures above the freezing point of 
the solution ~ight sufficiently re~ove energy from the ~olecule 
to stop rotation. Ex)erimente.l results, however, indicate that 
such is not the case. 
.. 
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H 
H 
H 
Figure 28. Dictlorodiphenylmethane. 
Figure 29, a. and b , gives some indication of how a s »ec t.r-um 
is affected as solid begins to f orrn in the sarnp'l.e , 3pectrum a 
is a room t enpe r'abur'e socc t r um of<><.,  oz d.ichlorodiphenylnethane 
and b is the same sample at - 60°. spec t rurn b is in the r ange 
between the cou1Dletely solid and the com9letely li~uid s t at as , 
It is )I''.:Jbably ,::iore in the liquid area. "dere the sample a com- 
:olete solid, no spectrum e.t all would be visible. 
Future studies of the pr-ob l en using this approach might 
assur.e a +o r e quentitative aspect. 'Phe first suggestion is that 
thermal studies be carried out in various solvents to determine 
1) the solvent c.apa'bLe of achieving the Lowe s t t empe r'abur'e s 
before solidifying and. 2) the ootir;um concentration of the 
derivative in this solvent. In the first area, the solvent 
must meet the re-::.uirements of low freezing point and no inter- 
ference with the spectrum of ths co u·/ound being s t ud Led , The 
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second consideration requires that the concentration be large 
enough so that a r-e ad.ab'Le spectrum can be obtained. and yet 
low enough to prevent the whole s y s t em from solidifying. 
If the concentration of the derivative is high it can have 
the effect of raising the freezing point of the solid substantially. 
Too high a concentration could give a resulting solution that 
freezes before ring rotation stops. Should these stud.ies prove 
unsuccessful, a binary solvent system might be developed. 
A combination of t~ro low melting solvents should give a result- 
ing mixture that has a nuch lower freezing point than either 
of the two pure components. Using this mixture as a solvent 
for the d i phenyIme t.hane derivatives might give the desired 
low temperature capabilities. Such a syste~ rnight suffice 
where the yure solvents ar e inadequate. 
2) Studies on neat diphe~ylaethane deriv tives. 
The region, referred to above, in wJ::ic< the sa .. cJle is 
between the liquid and. solid states is of interest in exan.t m ng 
neat sa~ples of the diphenylmethane derivatives. The neat 
s&1ples give two advantages over solutions in this inter~ediate 
state. The first is tha.t this state occurs at a «ruch higher 
temperature. 'l'here is not the amount of Lns t rumerrt inste.bili ty 
which exists when the probe is in the - 50 to - 70° rang:e. 
Secondly, with the neat aa.rro'Le the possibility that any s t op o i.ng 
of rotation wil 1 be an intermolecular, r at.he r cnan an intra- 
molecular, phenomenon is lessened. The presence of a solvent 
-5J- 
makes it necessary to d• tern:ine what effect, if any, solvent 
molecules have on hindering the ring rote.tion. 
Figure 30 shows a series of spectra over a range of 
t emper-at.ur e s , The area shown is· the ar-ome.t i c region of the 
diphenylmethane spectrum. For this series, the sample was cooled 
to o0 c. and. the temperature slowly increased with the spectrum 
scanned at 2 degree intervals. The bottom spectrum, o0, is 
where the s amp'Le is e.lmost entirely solid. It remains this 
way up to about 12°. In the spectrum at this point the very 
faint beginnings of the aromatic peak can be seen. This peak 
grows progressively larger until it ultinately gives the spectrum 
of the liquid at 28°. 
Unfortunately ti'1e did not allow detailed study of tl1is 
method. It is suspected that the temperature range between 
12° and 24° might yield se>me interesting results. In this 
area the crystal forces might be strong enough to lock the 
rings into a fixed orientation, but not so strong that they 
allow spin-spin relaxation to occur to too great an extent. 
J) Studies on diphenylmethane derivatives with adsorbentso 
A third method attempting to restrict internal ring rot- 
ation was the addition of an acsor'berrt to the sample. The 
procedure was to add a small amount of 8. known adsorbing naterial 
to a neat s a. .ple of the compound beiYic; studied. It was hoped 
that one of two processes would take place. If the molecule 
attached itself to the adsorbing particle, the 9article might 
-.54- 
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provide enough hindrance to rotation that the spectrum might 
show some of the expected splitting. The second possibility 
has to do with the powdery consistency of most co!D.ffion adsorbents. 
It was thought that as the fine particles settled in the sample 
they might physically occupy sufficient space so that the 
rings in the molecule would not have enough room to rotate. 
The sample ·would have a slurry-like consistency. 'I'he d.iphenyl- 
methane derivative would still be liquid and hence give a readable 
NMR spectrwn and the adsorbent would be forming a "semi lattice" 
in which t r'apoed sample mo Le cu.Le s are so crowded that rotation 
is impossible·. 
Again, time did not pe:rmit detailed study, but preliminary 
results indicate that splitting will occur. Figure 31 is 
the aromatic peak of a d.iphenylmethane sample with animal 
charcoal ad.d.ed. The one difficulty here is that the TMS peak 
(Figure J2) of the same spectrum is also distorted and seemingly 
split into a nwnber of parts. It is this co~plication that 
»r-eventis one from malc i ng any general conclusions about the 
rotational s c ruct.ur e based on the adsorption procedure. 
-58- 
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Suggestions for further work: 
Some possible approaches to continuing this study have 
already been mentioned in conjunction with the preliminary 
expe r tmerrt s , 'rhere is also some wor.k to be done in finalizing 
the use of the computer. The progra..ms are not, as they now stand, 
in their most versatile state. Perhaps the greatest single 
addition to the table-read pr ogz-am would be the use of a per- 
i,heral storage device for the Johnson and Bovey table. For 
this either a tape or disc could be used. The latter would 
be ideal because of its rapid access capabilities. The limiting 
case procram could be expanded to account for more than the two 
simple sets of intermediates that it now handles. As mentioned 
earlier, both geometry programs might be revised to accor:i.odate 
both coordinate and geometric input data being able to operate 
under two modes, as does the table-read progran. The geometry 
programs might also be nodi r i ed to calculate coordinates for 
all the protons on a siven derivative rather than for the 
one ortho proton, as it now does. 
Once these additions are ir.i~oleDented the final step would 
be to interface all three programs. Under such a system one 
would be able to do both of the following: 
1) input: coillpound description and bond length and 
ancle d.ata 
output: coordinates and. shifts for all urotons 
in all conformations 
.. 
2) in.1ut: chemical s ift data experi:nental lY determined 
output: possible rotational isomers responsible 
for the shift data. 
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APPENDIX A 
Listing of Limiting Case Geometry 
Program 
~SEARCHI GEOMFlRY. LIMITING CA 1 
$ TITLE PAT COMI RESEARCH: GEOMETRY LIMITING CASES 
----C ORT O HYDROGEN DlSIANCE PROM CENTER (RHO) AN ASOV-6 P-LANEi-(Z) OF-OPPOSTIE 
C RING IN DIPHENVL MBTHANE~LIKE SYSTEMS FOR THREE PQSSlBLE CONFORMATIONS -- REAL HYPOT 
INTEGER NAMEC50) 
RADIAN(ANGLE) ; ANGLE*0,01745 DEGREE(ANGLE> ~ ANGLE/0,01745 
c 
c 
c 
YPO CX,Y) = QR (X••2 • Y••2) 
IF A VARIABLE HAS X FOR ITS FIRST LETTER IT DENOTES A LENGTH, IF THE -- FIRST LETTERS ARE ANG THE VARIAB~E DENOTES AN ANGkE 
LETTER DESIGNATIONS A-- METHYLENE CARBON 
8 -- CARSON ATOM ON R.ING I BONDED TO METHY~ENECARBON -- c-~RINGI ORTH CARBON 
C D--RING I ORTHO HYDROGEN 
C E-- CARBON ATOM ON RING II BONDED TO METHYLENE-CARBON C G + F -- ORTHO CARBONS ON RING II 
c 
c 
c FPCF•>-- META CARBON ON RING II 
C I -~CENTER OF RING II ~~1~000~EADT50,652 NAME 
65 F'ORMAI (50A1) 
IN ur: 
CARD1 COMPOYNO NAME c 
C CARD 2 BOND ~ENGTHS 
C CARD 3 BONO ANGLES 
,____C C_ARD 4 SENT i NEL t i QR 0 0 ON~ Y IF l,.AST SE-l'-OF -DATA) 
READ<S0,10) XAB,XBC,XCD,XAe,XEF,XPPP, ~------,-1--ANG8AE,ANGABC,ANGSCD,ANGFEG 
10 FQRMAT(6F10,4/4F10,4) SET UP PARAMETERS To VARY ANGLE BAE• OR - 10 DEGREES FROM INPUT VALUE 
ANGBAE = ANGBAE - 15, 
!JO ~ oa TITI: 1., 5 AND KARE INDEXING PARAMETERS USED IN THE OUTPUT SEGMENTS 
---l i=1-0 
K = 0 
c 
c 
ANGBAE ~ ANGBAE + 5, c CALCULATION OF DISTANCES roR COPLANAR CONPORMER 
C- L,E-NG TH AC ME TH VL ENE CARBON TO ORTl-IO CARBON ON-RI NG 1 
C CONSTRUCT TRIANGLE AJBIANG~E AJB JS A RlGHT ANGLE 
ANGJBA~80 ~ ~ ANGASC -- - 
ANGJBA; RADlAN(ANGJBA) 
CALL TRIG tXJA,XJS,XAB,ANGJBA) 
XJC:: XJB +XBC 
. -- X AC "i HY P 0 T ( X J A , X JC-) - 
AC DETERMINED c 
c 
c 
14 AD l ANGLE c 
M H L NE CARBON ORTHO 
CONSTRUCT TRIANGLE AKO: ANGLE 
ANGBCA = ATAN(XJA/XJC) ---- 
ANGBCD: RADtAN(ANGBCD) ANGACD:= ANGBC.D ;:: fNtrBCA- ----------- - 
CALL TRIG(XOK,XCK,XCD,ANGACD) 
XAK :: XAC...,XCK 
XAO = ~YPOT(XAK,XDK) 
~------------------------ - --- 
~ESEARCHI GEO~ETRY, LIMITING CA **GE 400~~ PAGE# 2 
C AD DETERMINED 
c 
NGTH A I METHYL NE ARBON TO CENTER Ofi-f;rJNG_rI_ 
~) _C_.·----.-,-~.,..,---D~R_A~W~G~F,--.,...I~N~T~E_RS_E_C_T~l_N_G~A_I_A~T_H-'-P~ER_P~A~N_D~l_C~U~~A_R~~~Y _ ANGFEH: ANGFEG/2 
I ANGFEH = RAOIAN(ANGFEH) I EH~ XEF*COS(ANGF=E~H~,--------------- 
~ XHI = XFFP12. 1-------~A~I-=---,-X~A~E~•~XE~H~.~+~X~H.--.-------------~ 
! ANGFEG = RADIAN(ANGFEG) ~--....----.--.--.........-:~.,...,...-~~----------------------------- c Al DETERMtNED 
e 
e 
c 
c 
ANGLE DAE ORTHO HYDROGEN ON RING l TO METHYLENE CARBON ON RINGII BONDED 
TO METHYLENE CAR80N (SAME LJNE AS TO CENTER OF RIN~ ll ANGCAD= ATAN(XDKIXAK) 
ANGBCA = DEGREE(ANGSCA) 
ANGBAC: 180,-ANGBcA ~ANGABC 
ANGBAC = RADIANCANGBAC) 
.-------AN(1ABC = RAOIAN(ANGABC) 
ANGBAE: RADlAN (ANGBAE) 
ANGDAE: ANGBAE ~ANGBAC • ANGCAD 
c 
c 
DAE DETERMINED 
c 
e 
c 
LENGTH DI ORTHO HYDROGEN ON RlNG I TO CENTER OF RING II (R~O) 
CONSTRUCT TRIANGLE ILDI ANGLE lLif lS A RlGHT ANGLE L1-------.,.C~A=L~L_T~R~lG~(_X~I~b~1~X~A_L~,_XA'-'--'-'t,~A_N~G~O~A~E~> ____, __ ~ XDL::: XAD ... XAL 
XPI = HYPOT(XJL,XDL) 
Dl DETERMINED (RH";-"O~)~~------- c 
c e -- ---- 
RHO::: XDI 
C Z = 0 ... - BOTH RINGS ARE lN 1HE SAME P~ANE 
z = 0 ---- --- OUTPUT: HEADINGS AND KNOWN VALUES 
WRITE(66,99) NAME 
99 FORMAT(1H1, 50A1//I) 
WRITE<66,101) ~------...,1~0~1--F'~o~RM~A~T::---;(~1~0=x-,1~2~H=K=N=o~w~N~V~A~L~U~_E~S-/_/_/_) ~ 
1 WRITEC66,102) XAB,ANGBAE,XBC,ANGABC,XCO,ANGBCD,XAE,ANGFE6,XEr,XFFP 
I 10 2 FORMAT i 2 0 x, 4 HX As=, F'o ~-4' 2 0 x , 7 HAN GB-AE :;F 6 t 4 /72 0 X~HXBC:, P6 t 4, 20 x • 
17HANGA8C:,F6,4// 20X,4HXCO~,F6,4,20X,7~ANGBCD~,F6,4//20X,4~XAE~, 
- -2r():4, 2 oX, 7HA N GF' Err-;:;;' F 6 .. 4 I I 2 0 x, 4 HX EF'ii:, F" 6; 41/2 0 x , 5HX FF p;, F' 6 I 4 /I I 11 I I 
31////) 
c 
WRITEC66,103) 
103 F'QRMAT(10X,12HCONF_QRM~ION,20X,3HRH0.2ox,tHZI//) 
C RETURN ALL KNOWf\l ANGLES TO DEGREES - - - - - 
I ANGBAE ~ DEGREE(ANGBAE> 
I~- -ANGABC -= OEGREEfANnAf3C) 
1 ANGFEG = DEGREE(ANGFEG> 
ANGBCD = DEGREE<ANQBCD) 
GO TO 800 ------ --- - 
----- 
BESEARCH; GEO~ETRY. LIM?TINO CA 3 
r--~C~CAbCULATlON FOR PbANAR~PERPANOICULAR CONro~R~M~E~R~~- ~~- c THE ORTHO HYDROGEN DOES NOT CHANGE POSITION WtTM RESP~CT T--cr-THE METHYLENE 
C CARBON 
CONSTRUCT TRIANGLE AMO I ANGLE AMO t a A RIGHTANGL,E 
801 CALL TRIG(XDM,XAM,~AD,ANGDAE) 
XIM = XAI ... XAM 
RHO~ X M 
Z = XDM 
GQ TO 800 C CALCULATION FOR eOPERPANOtCUlAR CONFORMA~ION 
802 ANGBAD: ANGBAC• ANGCAO 
c CONSTRVCT RECTANGl..E OQRS PERPAN1' CUL.AR TO flo!EPL.ANE or RING n 
ANGRAQ: 1801 'ANGBAE 
CONSTRUCT TRIANGCE AOD ; ANGL,E 
CALL TRIG(XOQ,)(A0,XAP,ANG8AD) 
c 
ANGRAQ ~ RAOIAN(ANGRAQ) CALL TRIG (XQR,XAR,XAO.ANGRAQ) 
:; . Q 
XRS = XDQ IR;: )(AR+ XAl 
XSI = HYPOT(XAR + XAJ,XRS) 
HO i: XSI 
GO TO 800 
c OUTPUT RHO AND Z COORDINATES 
C SUPPLEMENT IS FOR FUTURE PRO~RAMS 
>--- BOO I : I • 1. 
RHO i: RH0/1.3900 -z:-z11.39o~o--'-'------------- 
GO TO (901,902,90~),f 901 WRITE (66,104) RHO ,z 
104 FORMAT(12X,8HCOPLANAR,21X,r6,4,16X,F6,4) 
~-- liD T0-904 
902 WRITE(661105)RHo,z 
'--10,-rOffMAI ( 6X, 20RPt=ANAR~RPAND rcOtAR--;f5X~T6, 4-;-:i:ox ,r6-;4) 
QQ TO 904 
225 PORMAT (/////ttSUPPLEMENT"/l/"XDQ:tt,Fl0,41 
1 '' X QR ii: u , F 1 0 , 4 / 
1 ---- -- - - ,, XAR=". r1, o-:-41 - - 
1 "XDt-1::::11,F:t,0,4/ 
:t - - -- ''XAM;", F10 :°41- 
1 "XlR=«1F1Q,4/ 
1 0, I 
1 ,, x R M :; II t F 1, 0 • 4 ) 
8 0 8 C 0 NT I N lJ E - - -- - - 
READ(50,20Q) SENTNL 
20 0 F' 0 R MA T ( I 2 ) lF(SENTNL,SQ,O) STOP 
ENO ------- 
,__ - - 
aesEARCHI GEOMETRY, ~IMITING CA 4 
SUBROUTINE TR G(S1,S2,RHVP,ANG) 
OF A RIGHT TRIANG~E ff ONE ANGLE AN~ c 
e 
THE SUBROUTlNE CALCULATES TWO SIDES 
THE HYPOTENUSE AR~ KNOWN 
S1 = RHYP*SlN(ANG) 
S2 = RHYP • COS(ANG) TURN END 
,LOAD,,NOTYPE 
~------------------------- ---- - 
---------- 
- -· -·· - ·--··--------··-·· ·- 
A??ENDIK B 
Listing of Intermediate Case Geome t ry 
:t-r::igra::"J1 
1~CH I NT ER MED I A TG CASES **GE 400** PAGE* ... 1 
t---~$,.----~r=----1r~L~E.----=c~o~M~I-~R-E=sE~A~R~C~H-r--~I~N~T~E~R~M~E~D~I~A~TE...--,C~A~S~E~S.--------------~ 
( REAL L 
~0--- --~-I -ME_N_S_I_O~N~N-A-M=E-( a-o~~--- -------- - 
I RADIAN<ANGLE) ~ ANGLE* 0,01745 
r-- --~DEGREE (ANGLE) ~ ANGLE I 0. 01 45 
L~--~-TA_N_(_A~N~G~L~E~>~=~S_I_N_C_A_NG_L_E~)_/_C_O_S_(A_N_G_L_E~)--------~-~~--~-~ 
,, - p 1 = 3 • 1 4 1 5 9 
i 1000 READC50,6) NAME 
'---c "NAME" CAN CONTAIN ALI- DESCR I PT Iv E I NF'ORMA noNIHA_r_w I LL F II ON ONE CA-RD 
I 6 FORMATC80A1) 
i'---c-TRESE VALUES ARE OBTAINED FROM THE SUPPLEMENT OT-THE tfLIMITfNG CASE~Pffrfr,RAM 
~ C OUTPUT 
I REA0<50,1) XDQ,XQR,XAR,XDM,XAM,XIR,XRS,XRM I 1 FORMAT (8F7,4) -~~---------------- WRITE c66,2) NAME 
1 
C LABELS FOR FIRST SET OF VALUES 
I- F' ORMA T ( "1"' 80A1111 ''ST A n·~o-N-A~R~Y~R~I-N~G~I N f.! A-NEii/ I 11 
1 5X,"ANGLE OP RO'l'ATION" ,5x, "RHO", 2ox, "Z") 
E A :; - . 
C THETA IS THE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
C- THE 1' A VAR I ED FR 0 M ~Q~T~0~1~8-0 D E...,G~R~E--E.....,.S~~---- 
D o 100 I = 1,37 
i ---~rHj:TA o T ETA + 5, 
!) THETA= RADIAN(THETA) 
~ Z = xoa • SIN(THETA) 
~- L = XDQ * COS(THETA> 
~ -:qrp = L >i- S I N < A TANlT~ D M - X QR > I < X A M + X A~, ) f 
X = XQR + XNP 
- XQP_=_L - • COS (ATAN1TXD~XORT7TXAM • XAR f) f 
Y = X!R -XQP 
RHo = SQRI <X••2 • Y••2) 
C CHANGE RHO AND Z TO UNITS OF ~ING RADlI 
- -- -RHO--=---R HO I 1 , 3 9 Ou --- z = Z/1,3900 
-TRETA = DE1IREEfTHETA1- --- - 
WRITE(66,3) THETA, RHO,Z 
M 
100 CONTINUE 
-WR I T E < 6 6 , 4 > N A M E - - - 
C LABELS FOR SECOND SET OF VALUES 
-- - 4 re ITT1 A-i-c irpr;-soA-1777 n-s-r-A-r-rcrn-A-~Tf\fG 01.l IOF Pl,_ AN Fii 7 117 
1 5 X , " A NG L E 0 F' R 01' A T I 0 N " , 5 X , 11 R H 0 " , 2 0 )( , " Z " ) 
l 
C THETA VARIED FROM 0 TO 180 DEGREES 
OU 1 O 1 I =1 ,"""3 7 - 
THETA a THETA+ 5, 
c PH I Is THE c OMPLEMENT rr TH"ETA -, TH-r= A~G-LE or ROTATION) 
PHI = ~ADIANC90,- THETA) 
_____ ...,.._.-=-'STIR 1 ( ( XRS{<o2 ~ XRM{i-oz) I ( XRM~Hi-2 "' XRS**2 • ( !'A~r 
Y : (TAN(PHI)) * X 
C 51 AND S2 ARE SIDES OF Tl1T: TRIA~GL1: THAT HAS RHO FOR ITS HYPOTENUSE 
1001 S1 = XIR - Y 
s2 = x 
RHO= SQRT(S1••2 • 82••2) 
1-------"l- =----omr:;i - * • 
- - - 
)EARCH INTERMEDIATE CASES ""*GE 400*{~ PAGE # 
c CHANGE RHO ANO z TO UNITS or RING RAD I I 
43 RHO = RH0/1.3900 
44 z ::: Z/1.3900 
45 WRITEC66,3) THETA, RHO, t. 
-46 101 CONTINUE -- -- - - 
47 READ<5Q,5) SNTNL 48 5 R T ) 
c SENTINEL IS EITHER ZE~O OR ONE 
-49 IF ( SNTNL' EQ' ersn -- 
50 Go TO 1000 
51 N .LOAD,NOTYPE 
-----· ··--------------------- 
-----·----------------- -----·-- ·····-··· 
. -···-------··· ··-· - ---- .. -- - - 
-·- ------------------ 
APPEND12£ C 
Listing of ·rable-Read 
Program 
--- 
PAT COMI RESEARCH TABL.E RE.l\D PAGE # 1 PAT FW26' 
f- s TITLE PAT,. C 0 Ml RESEARCH TABLE READ INTEGER ENO,STOP, G 0, CONT,STAY 
DIMENSION NAME(80) 
COMMON RH0(42),ZC42), TABLE ( 42, 2 >, I I I I, JJJJ, DATA11 DATA2. I I 
OMMON CONT A = o.oo 
I- -- DO 100 I = 1.42 Z ( I > = A 
100 A= A+ 0,10 -------0 RH 0 AN 0 Z C ou·~R~D....-I ~N--AT_,E _ _,..__,....,...-'P----------------- - - -- 
RE AD< 50. 2) MODE11MCDE2,END, STOP, GO,STAV 
M0DE1 MEANS COORDINATE INP01, SHIFT OIJT~~----- 
MODE 2 MEANS SHIFT INPUT, COORDINATE OUTPUT 
--- - ---- 
c 
c IRE PROGRAM CAN ONLV BE RUN UNDER ONE MOOE A 
2 FORMAT (3A3,3A4) 
-----~EAD 50 I ) 0 E 
C THIS DATA CARD DETERMINES UNDER WHICH MOD~ THE PROGRAM IS TO BE RUN 
CYS R 01\1-S--ITf\rJWrR-O-CF 
C S>C RUSN UNDER MODE2 
c 
7 FORMATCA3) 
C MOOE. END, AND CONTINUITY SPECIFICATIONS SET 
t-- 1004 RTI1J<5Q, > rTABLE(I,1), = 1, 2 
1003 READ<50,1)( TABLE(I,2),I : 1142) ~c~-rl1E----oATA FOR MODE"111UST FIRST BE ARRANGED BV TlfE-INPUT ! eOOROl~ATE, 
0 THEY ARE GROUPED IN BLOCKS OF 0.00 - 0,09, 0,10 - 0,19, Q,20 - 0,29, ETC~ 
c THE IABLE rs READ IN IN SEGEMNTS, EACH SEGMENT CORRESPONDS ro IHE RANGE OF 
C Z COORDINATES TO FOLLOW IT. :-flml{AT-rfDTi~-.--------------- 
C TABLE SET 
wITTTF(o6;nf~----------- - 
10 FORMATC1H1> C IIII AND JJJJ ARE INDEXING PARAMETERS USED lN LABLEING 
IIII = 0 ~---sm---=u - 
1005 READ (5Q,8) NAME c-0NAME'' CONTA!NS- ALL DE---SCRTl~-rrvrrNTOR~Af ro~ 11iA T ~ l LL FIT ON O~E -CARD·. 
8 FORMAT (80Al> 
WR!IE (66,8) NAME 
1000 READ(5Q,3) DATA1• DATA2 c DArA1 Al'fD DATA2ARE-RHUA~N-o~Z~I'F~~Al100Er.- 
c DATA1 IS THE COORDINATE VALUE AND DATA2 IS NOi USED Ir RUN UNDER MODE2 ' rOITT1ATT2r20. - ---- 
(;DATA CARD IN C II IS AN INDEXING PARAMEIER QSED IN tNIERPOCAIION, lf CORRE 
C RANGE OF RHO VALUES -n = DATA2-~~ 10. - ... ~-.--- -- -- - 
1D01 1F(MODE,EO.MODE1) CALL SHIFT 
I F ( M 0 D e-:-Fo ~o IJ E7T--c AL l., -c-o ORD ( s T 0-P-)- - 
C MODE DETERMINED AND SUBROUTINES CALLEO 
READC50,6) CONI 
C CONT IS THE CONTINUITY CARD 
c T FfERE-A R-E 4- p os s I 8 l r:c 0 NITKra-r TY- s T A TE s 
S TAY MENAS THAT THE SAME TABLE SEGMENT WILL BE USED FOR THE NE~T DATA 
c-AR-U- - - - - - ---- 
GO MEANS THAT A COMPLETELY NEW SEGMENT OF THE TABLE WILL BE READ IN 
c 
c 
PAT COMI RESEARCH TABLE READ PAGE# 2 PAT FW26' 
FOR A NEW RANG O 
END MEANS THAT ONLV HALF 
DAT OF A TABLE SEGMENT WILL BE READ IN BECAUSE THE 
PROV!OOS RANGE ts lo BECOME TME LOWER SOUND OF I OPPER BOUND OF THE 
C THE NEW RANGE 
---c--51· rrP WI LL HAL I f HE RUN 
6 FORMAT CA4) 
----IF(CONT,EQ, TAY) GO 0 1005 
IQ::; II+ 1 
c 
C LABELS AND TABLE BEGMENf USED WRITTEN 
1002 WRITEC66,4> CZCJ),J = II.IQ) 
ORMAT (1H1,2<1ox, F1Q,2 /// 
DO 101 I = L 41 ---~-- RITE(66,5) RHO< ), (TABLE(I,J>, J q 1,2) 
5 FORMAT(F6,3,2F20.5) 
:1.01 CONTINUE 
lFCCONT.EQ.STOP> SiOP ---~ IF CCONT.EQ,GO) GO TO 1004 
lJO 102 I = 1, 42 
-.-102 lABLECid> = TABLECI12) 
GO TO 1003 
D 
---- ---- ------------- 
------ - -- -- - - 
-- ------- 
---- ----- 
THE GE~400 SERIES - FORTRAN ASA COPS) SUBROUTINE PAGE# 1 1799 FW26' 
SUBROUTINE SH.IFT COMMON RHOC42),ZC42), TABLE(42,2),IIII, JJJJ, DATA11 DATA2, II 
COMMON CONT 
I I I I = I I I I + 1 ~----IFCIIII.GT.1> GO TO 1006 
WRITEC66,1) 
C LAB LS OR COLUMN H ADI GS 1 FORMAT ("COORDINATES TO SHIFT"//// 1Q;i(,11RH0",10X,nz11,1ox,"SHIFT11 
C SCAN TABLE FOR RANGE OF R 0 IFCDATA1.GE.RHOC1),AND.DATA1.LT,RHO(I + 1))GOTO 1000 
Ill 
1006 DO 100 I = 1•41 
100 CON INUE C INTERPOLATION FOR RHO RANGE IN LOWER BOUND Of Z VALUE 
1000 CALL !NIER (RHo(I +1), RRO<X>, DA1A1, TABLE(! + 1, 1), 
1 TABLE(I.1), A) ---~~~- c INTERPOLATION FOR RHO RANGE IN OPPER BOUND OF Z VACUE - - 
CALL INTER <RHOCI • 1), RHO <I), DATA1, TABLe(l + 1,2), 
1 TABLE( I, 2) I 8, 
C INTERPOLATION TO DESIRED SHIFT VALUE CALL INTER (Z(II + 1), Z(lt), DATA2, 8, A, C) 
C OUTPUT: COORDINATES AND SHIFT 
RITEC66,2) DATA1,DATA2, 
2 FORMAT(3F12.5) RETO --------------~ 
END 
'--- -- 
-~-----------------------=------c- THE GE~400 SERIES - FORTRAN ASA (DPS) SUBROUTINE PAGE# 1 
UBROUTINE COORD \S P) 
COMMON RH0(42),ZC42), TABLE(42,2),I1II, JJJJ, DATA1, OATA2, 11 
COMMON CONT 
WRITE(66,1> -~c~c-A-8-ELS FOR COLUMN HEADINGS 1 FORMAT("1SHIFT TO COORDINATES" 1111 10~, ttSHIFT", 1ox, "RHO' ,1ox, 
1 11Z"lll> 
JjjJ = JJJJ + 1 
IF (JJJJ.GT.1) GO TO 1003 
C A AND KARE CHECKING PARAMETERS ON TABLE SCANNING 
1003 A :::0,000 
K :;; 0 
C SCAN TABLE FOR COORDINATE VALUE NEAR THAT 0 IF <ABS(DATA1 - TABLE(I,1)),LT.A) GO TO 1000 
----..GuT 1001 
C INTERPOLATE TO FIND Z COORDINATE 10 0 0 ALL -I NTE R ( TAB l E ( I , 2 ) , TAB L~ E( r.rr: ~D ~A T~A~1-,~z ( I I+ 1 ) , %C I I ) , 8 ) 
C INTERPOLATE TO FIND RMO COORDINATE OUTP0T1 SHIFT ANO COORDINATES 
A :: A + .0 
DO 100 I = 1,41 
E 
CALL INTERCTABLECI + 1,2)1 TABLE<I,1), DATA1, RMO(t • 1), 
1 Rt~O CI), C' C 0 UT PUT : SH I_F_T_A~N_D _C O_O_R_D_I_N_A_T_E~S--------- 
WRITE ( 66, 2) DATA1 C,B 
2-F OR MAT-( 3F 12. 5) 
K :: K + 1 C CRECK To SEE THAT All POSSIBLE COORDINATE VALUES ARE TRIED 
1001 IFCI.EQ.41.AND.K.E0,0,AND.A,LT.0.005) ~OTO 1002 
--100CQNTINUE 
READ(50,3) CONT 
--c- SAME CONT (NlT1 T~EQ-0 IREMEN S AS FOR MA IN F'ROGRAM 
3 FORMAT(A4) IF(CONT.EQ,STOP) STOP 
DO 111 I = 1. 42 111 TABLECI,1> :rABLE('~1-,-=2~)---------- - 
READ(5Q,4)( TABLE(I,2),I = 1,42) 
..__ -4 ro RM AT C10 F 8 . 5) - - - - - -- - 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DOES NOT RETURN TO THE MAtN PROGRAM 
GO TO 1003 
RETURN 
-END - ----------- - - 
r------- 
--- ~~ --·- ~ ~-- 
THE GE-400 SERIES - FORT~AN ASA (DPS) SUBROUTINE PAGE# 1 INTE FW26'~ 
SUBROUTINE l~TER (A,8,C,D,E,ANS) 
ANS= E + CD - E> ~ ((C - 8)/(A - 8)) 
RETURN 
END -----=-------------------------- ---- -- 
----------------------------- --- -- 
- ------ 
--------------------------- 
---------------------- 
--- ---------- 
